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Chapter 6 Conclusion 

Utilizing the theoretical model of Floating Constraint (Reynolds 1994) in 

Chapter 2 and the quantitative data of the corpus in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Chapter 

5 have analyzed the Mandarin accent of Taiwanese pronunciation: the voiced stop 

onsets /b/ and /g/, and the voiceless stop codas /p/, /t/, and /k/.  

Based on the observed differences in pronunciation patterns, the data in the 

corpus were divided into Group A and Group B. Except for the /b/ onset where both 

groups have very high percentages of faithful pronunciation, the Group A data show a 

heavier Mandarin accent of Taiwanese pronunciation: the faithful pronunciation 

percentages are lower (28.40% for /g/ onset, 31.25% for /p/ coda, 71.28% for /t/ coda, 

and 34.95% for /k/ coda), and alternations take up higher percentages (for example, 

57.40% for omitting the /g/ onset). The Group B data, on the other hand, have 

significantly higher percentages of faithful pronunciation (62.05% for /g/ onset, 

63.33% for /p/ coda, 83.88% for /t/ coda, and 67.36% for /k/ coda). 

For each group, we proposed a set of Floating Constraint grammars to account 

for their onset (/b/ and /g/) and the coda (/p, t, k/) behaviors. In chapter 4, we have 

discussed both Group A’s and Group B’s onset grammars. In chapter 5, we have
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discussed their coda grammars. To conclude these analyses this study, this chapter 

integrates each group’s grammar; that is to say, each group actually has one single 

grammar that accounts for both their onset and coda data. 

 

Let us begin by reviewing Group A’s onset and coda grammars. 

 

(1) Group A’s Onset Grammar: 

…  MAX-C(ONS) …  

ONSDEPNAS, ID-VOI » ID-SON »   *g » MAX-PLACE       » *b 

 

We have illustrated in chapter 4 that Group A’s onset grammar is able to account 

for the Group A data in both the /b/ and the /g/ onset. For the /b/ onset, it successfully 

predicted an overwhelming percentage of the faithful pronunciation of /b/. For the /g/ 

onset, on the other hand, it also predicted a roughly two-to-one proportion of the 

omission and the faithful pronunciation of the /g/ onset. 

 

(2) Group A’s Coda Grammar:  

…  *p » *k » *t …  

  MAX-C(CODA) » ID-PL » CODACONDITION  

 

 Group A’s coda data show that both /p/ and /k/ codas have a weakly dominating 

percentage of faithful pronunciation over alternations into /t/ and omission. The /t/ 
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coda has a strong dominating percentage of faithful pronunciation over omission, and 

does not typically alternate into other stop consonants. In Chapter 5, we have 

illustrated that Group A’s coda grammar is rather successful in predicting these 

relations between the faithful pronunciation and alternation of the three stop codas in 

question. 

Combining (1) and (2) would result in a single Floating Constraint grammar (3) 

that accounts for both the onset (/b/ and /g/) and coda (/p, t, k/) data of Group A. 

 

(3) Group A’s Grammar: 

MAX-C(ONS) 

ODN, I-V» I-S »       …     *p » *k » *t    …          » *b 

*g, M-C(CODA) » M-PL,  I-PL » CC 

 

Since each constraint has their specific application on either onset candidates or 

coda candidates, this integrated grammar would not alter the results achieved in the 

previous chapters. Therefore, with the constraints MAX-CONSONANT(ONSET) and the 

set of PLACEHIERARCHY constraints for voiceless stops (*p » *k » *t) floating in the 

fixed floating range between the highest-ranking constraint IDENT-SONORANT and the 

lowest-ranking constraint *b, the Group A grammar can account for both the onset 

and the coda data of Group A. Furthermore, as was discussed in chapters 4 and 5, this 

set of Floating Constraint grammar is able to predict both the relative tendency and 
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coarse percentages for all the Group A data. 

Group B’s data has much higher percentages of faithful pronunciation than does 

Group A’s. Using the same set of constraints, the Group B grammar differs from that 

of Group A only in the different rankings of the anchored and the floating constraints. 

Let us first review Group B’s onset grammar in (4). 

 

(4) Group B’s Onset Grammar: 

MAX-C(ONS) 

ONSDEPNAS, ID-VOI » ID-SON»   MAX-PL     » *b 

               *g   

 

 With both faithfulness constraints MAX-CONSONANT(ONSET) and MAX-PLACE 

floating around the markedness constraint *g, Group B’s onset grammar is able to 

predict the predominant percentage for the faithful pronunciation of the /b/ onset, as 

well as the roughly two-to-one proportion between the faithful pronunciation of the 

/g/ onset and the omission of it. 

 

(5) Group B’s Coda Grammar:  

CODACOND 

  MAX-C(CODA)         

     ID-PL  »  *p » *k » *t 
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Compared to Group A’s coda data, Group B’s coda data show a much higher 

percentage of faithful pronunciation over alternation and omission. Fixing the 

markedness constraint set PLACEHIERARCHY (*p » *k » *t) under the faithfulness 

constraint ID-PLACE, and allowing CODACONDITION and MAX-CONSONANT(CODA) to 

float among these two anchored constraints, the Group B coda grammar is shown 

successful in predicting both the relations and the rough percentages of the faithful 

pronunciation, alternation, and omission of all three coda consonants in question. 

Once again, we can obtain an integrated FC grammar for Group B by combining 

(4) and (5), resulting in (6). 

 

(6) Group B’s Grammar: 

                           MAX-C(ONS) 
MAX-C(CODA) 
MAX-PL 

                           CODACOND 
ODN, ID-VOI » ID-SON »                           »*b 

                *g, ID-PL » *p » *k » *t 

 

As with the case of the Group A grammar, (6) is able to account for both the 

onset (/b/ and /g/) and coda (/p, t, k/) data for Group B. With each constraint having its 

own application on either onset or coda, (6) can successfully predict both the relative 

tendency and the coarse percentages for all the Group B data. 

 The integrated FC grammars (3) and (6) can properly account for the data in this 
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study. Comparing the Group A grammar (3) and the Group B grammar (6), we can see 

that the Group B grammar (6) has more faithfulness constraints serving as floating 

constraints than does the Group A grammar (3). This implies that more faithfulness 

constraints have the chance to obtain a higher ranking, which would result in more 

faithful outputs. This corresponds to the data in this study, where Group B has more 

percentage of faithful pronunciation than does Group A. 

Therefore, this study renders practical support that the Floating Constraint model 

by Reynolds (1994) is both successful and economical in dealing with phonological 

variations. Such results would not have been easily achieved by other OT models such 

as constraint non-ranking proposed by John McCarthy (Reynolds 1994) or constraint 

re-ranking (Kiparsky 1993). It is possible that Anttila’s Partial Ordering model (2000) 

could incur similar effects, since it has very similar ideas with those of the Floating 

Constraint model by Reynolds (1994). However, as pointed out in chapter 2, the 

Floating Constraint model focuses more on the “floating” constraints for linguistic 

variations, while the Partial Ordering model focuses on the “anchored” constraints. As 

we have previously discussed, the differences between Group A and Group B lie 

essentially in the number of floating faithfulness constraints; in other words, the data 

in this study are better accounted for in terms of the “floating” constraints. Therefore, 

we can say that Floating Constraint devised by Reynolds is the most appropriate 
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theoretical model to analyze the data in this present study.  

 This thesis has presented a Mandarin accent corpus of young speakers’ 

pronunciation of Taiwanese voiced stop onsets /b/ and /g/ and voiceless stop codas /p, 

t, k/, dissected the data into two groups (Group A and Group B), and accounted for the 

corpus data with the Floating Constraint model by Reynolds (1994).  

However, there are restrictions to this study that require further investigations. 

First, it still remains unclear why there was the significant difference in Groups A and 

B, while all the informants have been chosen by a strict standard. A greater scope 

study may be helpful in determining the cause for such discrepancy. Moreover, the 

phenomena discussed in this study are confined in only two onset stops and three coda 

stops. To achieve a wholesome understanding of the Mandarin accent of young 

people’s Taiwanese pronunciation, further researches would be needed on other 

phenomena, such as other consonants, vowels, and tonal variations. It is hoped that 

the corpus and analysis of this study can serve as a beginning of more future 

researchers, which would gradually construct a fuller picture of Taiwanese in the next 

generation. 


